
 

Moment for Momentous Times  
 

RADICAL ACCEPTANCE 

“God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change,” 
 

 A friend taught me something.          

 I hadn’t seen him for several months. We were comparing our health and lives as we caught up with each 

other. We compared hearing-aid stories. Then he spoke almost casually about a huge loss in his life. It was the love 

of his life. I knew he lived for it, that it was part of who he was. It was like a death.  .   

 I let some silence move in. I asked simply, “How is it going?      

 A little more silence.  

 Then he began to tell me how he couldn’t seem to deal with his loss and finally after several months went to 

a group to hear someone who helped grieving people.       

 Dealing with people living with grief is part of the pastoral life. I’ve seen about every kind of grief and what 

people do about it.  I’m suspicious about groups but know how helpful they prove to be for some people. He said 

the group helped him a lot.            

 “What helped you most?” (My clergy colleagues and counselors are all now awaiting his answer!)  

 He said the big moment for him was when the leader talked about “radical acceptance.” 

 All of us, counselors and persons personally acquainted with grief, will say, “Of course! Radical Acceptance 

is the key to moving through grief.” 

 Another friend would have said, “Suck it up. Get over it. Move on!” Not how the counselor would say it, but 

it the idea is just the same.   

 My friend knew that his loss was irretrievable. No turning back to how it was. There is no re-set button no 

matter how often he returned to “what if” thoughts. Grieving the loss is hopeless. Hopeless. Not that the loss is ever 

forgotten or the object of loss less treasured.  

 Radical acceptance opens the way to hope. Reinhold Niebuhr (a famous theologian and teacher) wrote 

what is called “the serenity prayer” when he was a young pastor. It is used in AA groups and other situations 

where recovery is sought after: 

   God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, 

     courage to change the things I can,  

     and wisdom to know the difference. 
 

 One of my more popular reprinted booklets is “Coming About!”* It’s about people who practiced radical 

acceptance and set a new course. Accepting what cannot be changed requires a radical decision. Nothing serene 

about accepting a terrible loss. But Neibuhr’s prayer is right on…grief wins if we cannot accept what cannot be 

changed. 

 My friend realized what he couldn’t fix or do or change. He decided to radically accept it. He is already 

beginning to do other things with his life and energy. He has changed course. He is coming about. I have a hard 

time thinking of anyone who is not living with or beyond some moment of radical acceptance.   

  
 —Art Morgan… still trying to practice “radical acceptance” through Moment Ministries…June 6, 2019— 

  

*COMING ABOUT —33 MOMENTS to guide and inspire during times of change—by Art Morgan   

 

*Coming About” is out of print. It can be found on our Web Page. Look for “Moment Ministries Corvallis, Oregon 

provides ministries…” The page provides access to our publications.  

Bill Gilbert, MM Webmaster.            
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